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Financial security - social security: the controversial issue for micro finance 

organization 
 

Abstract  

 

The article is written from research projects on the development of self-evaluation tool for community based 

micro-finance organization. The purpose of the research projects is to develop tool and double-bottom line 

indicators for micro-finance organization. The double-bottom line indicators reflect financial and social 

perspectives. In the study, community base’s micro-finance organizations are classified into three main 

categories which are 1) Microfinance organization such as Village Fund; 2) Social Enterprise, such as  

savings groups; and 3) Micro Insurance organization that provides no loan, but uses saving to fund welfare 

services, such as community welfare fund.  From the study, the Social Enterprise generated higher scores in both 

perspectives when compared to Micro Insurance organization that only produced good result on financial 

sustainability, while Micro finance organization, that promote saving and loan, provided inconsistent result on 

financial perspective and low to moderate result on social aspect.  . There are also controversial issues that 

should be considered.  
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Introduction 

 

This article would describe mainly on any issues that the author realized that it was a controversial on trade-off 

in community-based micro-finance organization’s management for equilibrium between the financial security 

and community security with these following critical issues; 

 Keeping the additional saving from commercial bank(s), purchasing Government Savings’ lottery 

coupon and investment on social enterprise 

 Cost savings for organization and community 

 Exclusively servicing for community’s local inhabitants and beyond-territory business expansion 

 

Sequences of presentation:  Primary data and some findings from field work would be firstly presented to 

understand the current situation of community-based micro-finance organization, then a variety of critical issues 

will be discussed respectively.  

 

 

Conceptual Framework and Research Methodology 

 

The research team developed a conceptual framework, targeted area(s) and tools as this following.  

 

Expected financial organization 

 

should be compounded with these components for providing security.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

that may be categorized for details as below:  

 

 Key issues Potential issues for Indicators development  

Financial 

dimension 

Cash saving  Interest rate – Profit management / Accounting system – 

Auditing system / Cash deposit system – Risk management  

Cash saving, Loan and 

Welfare management 

Guarantee system -  Loan consultation and payment / Cash 

deposit system – Debt payment system / Sources of 

welfare – cash welfare allocation  

Social 

dimension 

Accessibility to Fund  Accessibility of the poor / Reasons of being a non-member  

Response to Needs  Balance of main income – revenue / Time allowance for 

loan payment  

Good governance 

participatory  

Participatory on management / Meeting and monitoring 

participation  

 

 

Targeted areas and targeted groups, and data collecting 

 

During the two phases of data survey, the research team decided to select a variety of 18 financial organization 

groups in Chainat and Nakhon Si Thammarat provinces.  Then, the research team collected data on the first and 

the second phases from 14 financial organization groups in Samut Prakarn, Nonthaburi, Nakhon Si Thammarat 

and Chiyaphum. Moreover, the research team also interviewed both individual and group with group leader(s), 

group members and non - group members for further data collecting, also conducting a workshop with those 

group committees.   

 

Responsive capacity on 

community development process  

Financial Security  

Human development and Learning 

process 

Social welfare and Quality of life  

Social capital development 

Economic asset development  
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Some Findings From Field Work  
 

The estimated figure on 2007 from the Ministry of Finance remarked that the circulated cash amount in the 

system of community-based micro-finance organizations such as the savings commitment group, the saving 

group as they are just self-dependent group as well as the village and urban community fund, a savings group 

for production and cooperative with total amount almost thousand billion baht or about 12% of all amount in the 

commercial banks, asset management company and non-bank corporation as a huge amount of assets that could 

not be neglected.  Moreover, an issue that is always be challenging as how this amount of money could 

definitely solve the poverty and create the life security.      

 

Landscape of community-based micro-finance organization 

 

The positioning of community-based micro-finance organization is quite densely in both community and village 

levels, also connecting as network and exchanging lesson learned through working in the sub-district, district 

and provincial levels. Meanwhile, the formation of networking makes community-based micro-finance 

organization become more capable on their skills and capacity on merchandise trading or even managing an 

enterprise that is vital for local dwellers in the long term as later explained.     

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Landscape of community-based micro-finance organization in Thailand 
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Meanwhile, the village level particularly in the southern local communities that still having resource-base and 

career-base as good for steadily daily or monthly income. So, the financial street or local sub-district’s Wall 

Street that local dwellers have fully utilized from their community-based micro-finance organizations on 

connecting for saving money and receiving incentives during illness and accessing to financial loan source with 

low interest when they could not overturn their cash flow as convenient as ATM booth for local dwellers.         

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

On the contrary, if any community had only few quiet financial organizations that operated only one day a 

month or a year, thus accessing to the financial loan source with low interest seemed to be impossible for those 

local dwellers.    

 

 

Types of community-based micro-finance organization 

 

The research team categorized the types of financial organization into three following to their characteristic of 

activities as they are;   

1. Micro-finance organization as the financial firm emphasized on saving and loan activities such as the 

Village Fund, the prototype or pilot of community financial institution  

2. Social enterprise as financial organization with activities on saving, loan, welfare arrangement also 

commodities and services such as saving group for production, saving commitment group   

3. Micro-insurance as an organization handled only for saving, without giving loan as providing welfare for 

members such as the one-baht daily community welfare funding
1
. Although, some groups are likely to 

                                                 
1 One-baht daily commitment saving network is derived from the concept and encouragement of Mr.Chop 

Figure 2   Local Wall Street in Nakhon Si Thammarat province 
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attract clients by advertisement on high amount of welfare   

 

Strategies and Risks of each organization type 

 

Regarding to the consideration on strategies and risks of those organizations, it could be presented in the below 

table;  

 

Type of 

organization 

Goal (s)  Strategies Risks 

Micro-finance 

organization 

Maintain and 

increase amount 

of funding 

- Good loan mortgage system 

(saving/people/assets)  

- Allowing good-credit members 

to get higher loan amount 

- Giving high premium for 

members  

- Debt circulating / rotating followed to 

the member’s amount of debt  

- Loan mortgage system  

- Ownership and participatory of 

members  

Micro-insurance Increase types 

of insurance and 

welfare  

- Increase the number of members  

- Accumulate additional external 

financial resources 

- The adequacy of welfare in the long 

term  

Social enterprise Response to 

their members 

and 

communities 

- A variety of activities that 

connected and supported each 

another  

- Debt circulating / rotating followed to 

the member’s amount of debt  

- Capital and accounting system 

management  

- Instability of financial markets  

(Adapted from Pattamawadee Pochanukul Suzuki (2010))  

 

Status of each organization type reflected on double-bottom line indicators 
 

The research team tested on double-bottom line indicators that derived from the collaboration with community-

based micro-financial organizations to be a framework on evaluating the situation of each organization and each 

type inside. There were two kinds of indicators as these followings;   

 

Indicators on financial dimension  Indicators on social dimension  

Members’ loan reimbursement ability Member participation  

Sufficiency of loan  Sufficiency of welfare  

Efficiency on money utilization  Accessibility to the poor  

Committee’s members succession Impacts to career  

 Reducing the non-systematic loan system 

 

However, the research team had belief that any good financial organizations should have their calculating score 

according to those two indicators of financial and social dimensions in the high level. Then, when it was plotted 

for two-axis graph, any financial organizations with their scores in area A would have more strength on both 

dimensions than other areas of B, C and D, respectively.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                        
Yodkaew who has tried to help the poor to have their own welfare as most of them acclaimed that they didn’t 

have steady income for joining with the saving group. However, teacher Chop’s concept initiated a dispute that 

if those poor could pay a bit, then just collected one baht from them keeping for their own welfare. The former 

government headed by Mr. Abisithi  supported for the additional budget on one by one to stimulate that kind of 

saving as his government provided 700 million baht on the previous year of 2010 and planned for another 200 

million baht on the year 2011       
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Then, the results of local financial organizations were analyzed and presented into a graph below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3   Mapping of Score on financial and social dimensions 

Figure 4   The analyze result on type of local financial organization in Thailand 

………………………………………………………… 
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From the mentioned graph, the strength status of community-based micro-finance organization could be 

presented as this following;  the social enterprise could respond with double-bottom line indicators in 

comparison with micro-insurance that could respond well with the welfare but still unclear for financial stability 

dimension according to the calculation of researchers that showed a consequence of not utilizing the money for 

its fruitful interest or lacking of additional assets from external sources within the five-year period, then the 

organization could not be existed. Meanwhile, the micro-finance organization that mainly emphasized on saving 

and loan would have high variation on financial strength and just low to medium response to the social 

dimension.        

 

Critical issues 
 

From the viewpoint of researchers, there were some concerns to those community-based micro-finance 

organizations on these following issues;    

1. Most financial organizations will protect their money from losing more than finding any possible 

(secure) way to utilize money for making a profit    

2. A variety of worries and risks on management
2
 such as no any young participants to join as the 

organization’s committee (because this is a voluntary task), lacking of experiences and understanding of 

accounting as well as how to gain benefits from financial indicators    

3. Funds emphasized on welfare-base model such as one-baht daily welfare network, crematory fund that 

presently have advertised their large amount of welfare benefit that members could benefit as their key 

(marketing) strategy on attracting all clients. However, the major risk is based on the adequacy of capital 

on welfare management especially on the conditions of having more elderly members  

4. Funds emphasized on lending-base model such as Village fund, community financial institution that the 

major risk is based on their members could not utilize the loan for upgrading / relieving themselves as their 

debt was still existed. At present, it cannot reflect the actual rate of net profit loss since the loan borrowers 

are still using the debt and the government has still granted the Village fund with no-return money (as 

another kind of political tools)   

 

 

Controversial Issues That Have To Be Considered  
 

In this part; the author would extend the any findings for pointing about those controversial issues that the 

community-based micro-finance organizations’ committee should consider carefully mainly one advantages, 

disadvantages and any possible impacts in order to achieve their goals on initiating both financial and social 

security.   
 

 

Repeated on typical welfare VS initiating new meaning(s) of welfare 

 

As known that most financial organizations will arrange their profits from loan to be a variety of welfare for 

their members such as bonus money, partial compensation in various cases as the birth of members’ children, 

illness and becoming in-patient, incentives for decease. In some areas have provided even additional monthly 

utility bills (should be noted that some firms / organizations have utilized the welfare conditions to be their 

attracted condition for member participation and initiating more positive relationship among members).    

 

At present, the community-based micro-finance organizations’ welfare was prioritized for its importance as 

trend of government’s quality of life development. Moreover, when the government supported additional budget 

in characteristic of granting 1 to 1 to the one-baht daily welfare fund also quickly dispersed this welfare trend. 

However, the fact of each member’s annual welfare amount was pretty low in comparison with their individual 

expenditures for each family (but many of them thought that it was better than nothing for them) meant the 

narrowed definition of welfare could not guarantee for achieving sustainable better quality of life.        

 

The most secure welfare for all members should be their career security, promoting both members and non-

members to have jobs, continuity on their careers including work environment changes for secure occupations 

as the wide-angle definition / meaning of welfare.     

 
 

                                                 
2 Becoming a weak point relating to the Study on Financial Economic Analysis of the Regional Office, Bank of Thailand (2010)  
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The wide-angle definition of welfare meant those financial organizations could promote and support this 

approach in various ways by providing lower interest rate for loan as it would give more opportunity for 

everyone because it was an easier accessibility, an intense loan application for career investment, a promotion of 

having jobs with community’s small businesses among the jobless including social investment on some 

infrastructures that related to career (promotion).      

 

Money saving in commercial banks / Buying Government Saving’s saving coupon VS Investing on social 

enterprise 

 

There are many community-based micro-finance organizations that have collected their remaining amount from 

(regular) monthly loan with the commercial banks or buying those saving coupons because they could gain 

some interests from that saving accounts or they might be lucky to get a jackpot prize of some million baht(s) 

from those saving coupons. However, there are some supporting claims such as these kinds of investment are 

one of the most secure investments as it is safer than giving loan to local inhabitants that some of them may 

disappear without payback. Another important issue is those community-based micro-finance organizations’ 

committees do not have to take high responsibility on this investment. 

 

The considerate issue is even though those claims seemed to be acceptable as the most secure financial choice 

for those committees and their members, but is it the most appropriate for the security of those members and 

their communities? 

 

The author’s viewpoint is those community-based micro-finance organizations’ committees should consider 

carefully on taking their remaining amount from giving loan to invest for local social enterprise as there are 

some achieved good practices that those organizations could make profit and create daily life security for their 

own members and other local people.  For example; an investment on setting up a drinking water manufacturer 

for local sales, on drying ground for agricultural productions to serve local farmers in cheaper rate than those 

private ones, on producing biogas as all of them are approaches for community’s cooperative enterprise related 

to the community’s quality of life and career base that community-based micro-finance organizations could 

invest and manage their own money for the optimized utility for communities. However, all of these enterprises 

are focused on market niche, but they are still having some possible risks on money loss. 

 

Organizations’ cost saving VS Villagers’ cost saving 

 

Apparently, just one-day work in a month of community-based micro-finance organizations under the saving 

groups and only one-day work in a year of Village fund have extremely lowered the management cost of those 

organizations. Also, there is no any per-diem or wage for those committee members’ works that will become the 

implementing cost. However, they will receive the profit bonus or any privileged choice for loan as this 

management could lower the cost. Then, this low-cost management can become a strong point or an advantage 

of having this kind of funding organization in the local community level. 

  

On the contrary, this approach could increase the cost on accessing to loan sources, low interest for members 

because some members had to loan money from other external loan agencies during the no-operating period of 

those community-based micro-finance organizations with higher / expensive interests. At the payment period 

with high interests, most members did not have full amount of money to reimburse /pay back as they had to 

borrow money from their relatives or make another loan with other saving groups or even making loan from 

external loan agencies to cover up their loan with the village fund. Later, they would make a new loan after 

completing reimbursement. This is a popular debt rotation in the central region of Thailand. 

 

Exclusively serving for local inhabitants VS Cross-territory expansion 

 

One approach that the village fund has tried to perform is self-development (with merging and expanding their 

businesses) to become a prototype of community-based financial institution (or a pilot community-based 

financial institution) for expanding services on saving and loan beyond territories of sub-districts and districts 

with daily operation. This expansion also received technological supports from commercial banks that would 

become another convenience for services and capital increase for the organization.    

 

The simultaneous risks were community dwellers would have less perception on ownership of those financial 

organizations. Meanwhile, the financial organizations’ committee could have their attitude on local dwellers as 

just services or clients more than being co-owners or loan shareholders.   
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Moreover, the wide expansion of service areas would affect to the community’s social capital on knowing each 

other and kinship that could reduce the management cost such as loan secure procedure, loan monitoring and 

loan collecting as all of these would be failed. Thus, both financial organizations and services would have higher 

cost on those services or the financial organizations might push this responsibility to their services.      

 

 

However, some clear advantages as daily service and more money on management could be noticed, then higher 

amount of loan for each client as well as the more flexibility of clients’ cash flow that could become actual 

option of external loan system or be quoted that the services could match well with local lifestyle and 

community’s production way.   

From the field study in the central region of Thailand at Chainat province that comprised on rice cultivating 

areas and suburban areas, it showed the Village funds’ inappropriate of service hours that provided their services 

only once a year. But the farmers’ cash flow is depended on the cultivating period and limitation of loan amount 

that normally each member’s loan amount was only Baht 20,000 annually. However, most farmers in this 

province have cultivated rice about 2-3 crops a year and they have spent about Baht 300,000 for each crop. 

 

Or at Pakkred district’s community market area (near Bangkok), the local community’s financial institution 

could make their clients’ daily cash flow (who are street vendors / retailers) have more flexibility.    

 

That meant if any community-based micro-finance organizations could not adapt themselves to match well with 

the local production way, then those micro-finance organizations were not key solutions on solving financial 

problems for communities at all.    

 

 

 

 

 
 

Individual welfare VS Community welfare 
 

Regarding the above-mentioned issue on limitation of allocated welfare for each member, there was another 

critical issue for consideration about which approach would provide higher benefit between giving welfare for 

each individual member and giving common welfare for all community dwellers.    

 

Limitation of each individual on receiving welfare was derived from the poor in the village that did not receive 

Figure 5 Inappropriate of Village Fund services and Cash flow of farmers in Chainat province  
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any benefits from setting up individual welfare. From the research study, it showed that the poor received very 

least benefit on both lending and receiving welfare from financial organization(s) under the lending-base model 

as they did not have a chance for membership or if they became a member but still lacking of credit even though 

they had assets or social capital to be guarantee on lending. Although, some financial organizations have 

managed some profits for public welfare but it is just only small amount of money.    

 

The author recommended that the community-based micro-finance organizations should emphasize on 

providing common welfare more than just individual one with strategic consideration on social investment. With 

initiating security and stability on income and career for all community dwellers as they could look after 

themselves and their families continuously better than the existing general public services operated by local 

government.    
 

In conclusion, the controversial issues should be considered carefully that which approach could help on 

establishing community-based micro-finance organization for strengthening both financial and social securities 

among community dwellers. As described, whichever approach has both advantages and disadvantages, also the 

upcoming unavoidable impacts. 
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